Securing what
matters most
– by design

Connectivity without compromise

We believe in
connectivity without
compromise.

Get more done, 24-Seven

Why us
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That means providing

Our Secure Connectivity Ecosystem
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M24Seven Security
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Managed Firewalls
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MORE flexibility and
the best experience,
hosting your data
and connecting your
business in ways only
we can, 24-Seven.
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Managed DDoS
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Data Backup
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Content Filtering
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Hello from our CEO

As CEO I’m delighted to welcome you to M24Seven, the leading connectivity and
internet infrastructure provider since 2000. Headquartered in the UK, with six sites and
operations in nearly 100 countries, we are growing at pace with a truly global reach.
We have over 230 focused people looking after our clients’ needs, determined
to ensure that we always give you the services, support and resources you need.
We’ve got productivity covered, giving you more time to focus on the day-to-day.
We want to give you the added value that makes you value us. So the better we
work together, the stronger businesses we can all build.
Thank you for your support.

Lee Perkins – CEO, M24Seven

Why us?
Our theory of MORE

Our mission is to empower business productivity, so we
give you more freedom to make your business productive,
with more flexibility, efficiency and reliability, in ways that
only we can.
We believe in MORE because we are more equipped
than anyone else to help you stay online with the fastest
connectivity and secure internet infrastructure.
That leaves you time to get more done, with complete
trust and total peace of mind.
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Our Secure Connectivity Ecosystem
However you need to
connect, the M24Seven
product ecosystem
empowers business
productivity.
Performance
without wires
Wireless Leased Line with
ADSL/FTTC Backup

Colocation
Stability
With hybrid
Fibre and Wireless

Managed MPLS

Resilience
FTTC, with ADSL/
FTTC Backup

Your Business

Internet

Scalable bandwidth
EFM

Unlimited flexibility
ADSL, telephone line

Managed MPLS

Reassurance
Bonded FTTC

Connectivity
Choices
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Features and benefits:

Think hard-earned reputation. We believe
everyone should have access to powerful
security options for complete peace of mind.
Content hosted within our enterprise grade
secure servers gives you MORE freedom to
focus on your commercial growth.
We bring you the most versatile and
powerful security solutions though partners
such as Palo Alto, SonicWall, Citrix, or
Kaspersky Marketing Innovation. When brand
security is important, nothing else can give
you MORE confidence, 24/7.

•

OVER

34,000
clients in 92 countries

M24Seven Security
More security options and reassurance –
tailored to keep your data and network safe.

•

•
•

Hosted, Virtual, Dedicated and On-Site
firewall solutions based on tried and tested
hardware
Our technical team will work with you to
determine the right solution and with strict
SLAs in place to ensure that every element
is covered for repairs
No hidden costs as the solution is delivered
as a fixed-cost managed service
Trained and experienced engineers will
manage and update your firewall if you
need changes or train your staff on how to
utilise the platform

•

Complete UTM (Unified Threat
Management) functions, including scanning
traffic for viruses, anti-spam, web filtering
and intrusion prevention
Ability to terminate VPN connections for
remote offices securely on your firewall
device and allow secure remote user access

Managed Firewalls
Take control of your digital security

With data security fundamental
to any organisation, a firewall
is a crucial component that
provides gateway-level
network security by using
predetermined rules to analyse
and control the traffic entering
and leaving any network.
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•

99%
Customer
retention rate
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Our success stories

The solution provided by M24Seven is exactly what we needed, and as they
own their own infrastructure it gives us the scalability and flexibility we need.
The speed of response is second to none.

Total Fitness
Not only that, their customer service, from pre-sales and provisioning
through to day-to-day support has been first class. I have never dealt with a
team that is so knowledgeable about the technology they are providing.

Business is much easier now we have only one
connectivity provider for all our sites, there is only
one point of call should we have any issues and the
support M24Seven provides is exactly what we need.

Barburrito
There is a quick turnaround on queries and issues and
also when it comes to implementing new sites into
the network.

In today’s business market, customers place enormous importance on the
availability of their connectivity. This is especially true where they’re implementing
a solution to new offices, or significantly upgrading their service to accommodate
growing bandwidth requirements.

Entanet
In these instances, timing is everything, and the impact of delays and excess
construction charges can seriously damage their project. Through our partnership
with M24Seven, channel partners can deliver a cost effective working solution to a
customer fast, whether it be as a primary or interim connection.
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Managed DDoS
Protecting your business against enterprise
security threats

Features and benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Absorbs traffic spikes and “scrubs” data to pass on only “in profile” data
Continued service when DDoS attempt successfully mitigated
Mitigates multiple vector attacks
Trained and experienced engineers will support you during any attempted attacks
Protects websites and customer-facing portals – and ultimately your reputation
Protects uptime and data integrity
Protects remote workers and offices against ransom demands from anonymous internet sources

DDoS attacks attempt to flood
organisations with high volumes
of traffic, leaving them unable
to communicate or transact
– fundamentally impacting
revenue and productivity.
We keep you operational by
preventing such flooding.

OVER

Data Backup
High speed threat protection

Because we own our own secure datacentres – some of the greenest
and most efficient in Europe – we know what we’re talking about
when it comes to safe Cloud storage.
Features and benefits:
•

•

•

•

Once fully configured, all of our solutions
are simple to use, giving you quick and
easy web access to your archived files and
allowing you a number of restore options
that best suit your needs
Full coverage and control – we own
and operate our own green and secure
datacentres, and also have extensive UK
networks reaching deep into Europe
Our enterprise solutions have powerful tools
to enable robust and reliable backups of
burgeoning Exchange email mailboxes and
entire working databases
M24Seven provides network security
solutions that incorporate multiple
security technologies in a single platform
to provide high-speed threat protection,
reliable communications, low total cost of
ownership and flexible connectivity options

400
Points of
Presence (PoPs)
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Features and benefits:
•

•

•

•

Available as fully-managed or
co-managed services, with managed
service options ensuring a fixed price
and easy total cost of ownership
evaluation
Simple web browser management
allows you to control who can access
specified websites, including social
media
Enables you to protect employees,
pupils or vulnerable people if you have a
duty of care
Includes time-of-day or duration-based
controls on internet use

•

•
•
•
•
•

Comprehensive reporting on the
browsing habits of employees or other
users to fulfil HR and compliance
requirements
Features multi-layer malware protection
to stop threats getting to the desktop
Internet Watch Foundation lists provide
bases for protection
Fixed monthly cost-per-user
Negates the need to purchase expensive
content filtering boxes
Customised policies built around users,
content category, location and time
of day

Content Filtering
Superior protection and control over content

24/7
365 support
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As well as restricting access to
specific types of content, web
filtering can improve productivity
by blocking access to social media
sites during working hours.
Functionality includes enabling
access for specified users or
groups, such as the marketing
department.
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Network Map

Connectivity without compromise

New
York

Edinburgh
Los
Angeles

Office locations:

Manchester

Manchester
London

Amsterdam

Newcastle

London

Miami

Bucharest
Brussels

Franfurt
Prague

Paris

Vienna

M24Seven Datacentres

Budapest

Zurich

100+ GIGABIT

Bucharest

Milan

50+ GIGABIT
10+ GIGABIT

Sofia

Singapore
Madrid
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Our success stories

M24Seven provide us with a very
flexible approach towards all of our
customer and business needs.

CBS
They ensure there is always appropriate
alternatives and continuously provide us with
fast and friendly help that is then redirected to
our customers.
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Get in touch to to
find out how
improved security
can increase
your productivity.
For our Sales Team call 0800 066 2739
For our Support Team call 0161 822 2580
Alternatively email our friendly team at hello@m24seven.com

www.m24seven.com

Connectivity without compromise

M24Seven, Cobra Court, Ball Green, Stretford, Manchester M32 0QT

